Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti, Regional Office, Patna
Camp Office: Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Vaishali
Visit Report of Deputy Commissioner NVS RO Patna

04-12-2016
The following instructions have been given to Dr .C. Roy, Principal JNV Vaishali on
04/12/2016 during visit of Vidyalaya on the occasion Alumni meet-20161. Multipurpose Hall may be attached with academic block by constructing a
corridor from academic block to M.P. hall having the roof of good quality.
The corridor should be constructed in such a way that no trespasser may
enter inside. Proper grilling may be ensured.
2. The play field

may be separated by erecting

barbet

wire fencing and

providing two gates in front of each other.
3. The pound area may be separated the same way by providing barbet wire
fencing. Pre-cast concrete poles should be used to minimize the cost.
4. A survey of present place in dining hall should be done and by observing the
needed space required for student's dining on table. The existing tables may
be reframed and more number of tables should be arranged on angle-rod
frame to make the dining of the students Single shifted

at the place of

double shifted.
5. Seepage and rusting should be stopped in any of the building of the
Vidyalaya by doing the required work.
6. Land utilization survey should be done and more playfield of volleyball and
basketball etc. should be earmarked to accommodate all the students at a
time. Carom board, chess and other

indoor games facilities

should be

provided in such a way so that all students should enjoy playing during game
time.
7. A wall of five inch should be erected to connect the newly constructed boys
hostel to ensure safety and security of clothes of children.
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8. Officersl

Local dignitaries I educationist may be called during afternoon

session to inspire the children and engage them in positive direction.
9. Purchase of dry welding machine gross cutter

of good quality, electrical

cutter to make the repair works economical.
10.Two class rooms are required in the Vidyalaya as informed by the Principal.
Same may be constructed by taking help of M.L.A/M.P. LAD fund.
11. The result of the Vidyalaya must be planned in such a way so that NVS
bench mark must be achieved by all teaching staff.
12.Plantation must be planned to have fruit bearing plants and utilize the every
inch of the Vidyalaya in a proper way
13.Bambooplantation may be done around the pound.
Action taken report may be submitted within two months.
~-

( Dr. D.S. Kumar)
Deputy commissioner
NVS RO Patna
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